
Phoneme-nal 
Magic

A Phoneme Based Magic Show



Core Overview
There’s magic in the air as the Monsters gather for a grand 
performance of magical feats, ancient wonders, and uh… phonemes. 

The lights dim, the audience tremble with anticipation, and with a 
puff of smoke the mysterious Monstrifico appears upon the stage, 
their lovely assistant walking on stage in sparkling fishnets to greet 
them. 

As their assistant wheels a variety of tricks onto the stage for 
Monstrifico to perform though, the magician seems to panic. Oh no, 
he’s forgotten the Incantations! Luckily as stage manager you’ve 
got a line directly into his ear, and it’s up to you to help 
Monstrifico work out the incantations required to complete his show. 

Speak Phonemes out loud and in the correct order to complete each 
of Magnifico’s incantations, and watch as the dazzling duo perform 
tricks that was stupify even the harshest critic! 

 



Layout
Monstrifico’s performance takes place on a thematically 
constructed stage. Whether built from lashed together barrels and 
crates on a Pirate Beach, or floating in space surrounded by 
Quasars, no matter the location, the performance must go on! 

As Monstrifico takes center stage with their assistant, various 
tricks will be wheeled out for them to perform with, each requiring 
a unique incantation to complete. After a brief set-up performance, 
Monstrifico will freeze as they forgets their lines, and small glowing 
bubbles containing Phonemes will burst into existence above their 
head. These can be clicked to hear their pronunciation, and as the 
player says them out loud they’ll be added to a grid at the bottom 
of the screen. 

When all the Phonemes have been said, the Stage Manager must 
then say the word out loud for Magnifico, who can then complete 
casting his spell with a flourish, allowing the crowd to see the trick 
play out in full. 

Incantations will take the form of thematic objects from our existing 
asset list, with these objects being manifested as described in the 
Tricks section. 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Tricks
The Cabinet of Curiosity - The Assistant climbs into the 
cupboard where the doors close, when the incantation is 
read they’ll have disappeared, replaced by the spoken 
object! The Assistant will then walk on from off-stage. 

The Curtain of Catastrophe - A curtain is wheeled in front 
of the Assistant, and their silhouette shows through it 
before a poof occurs. The curtain is removed revealing the 
object. The Assistant will then walk on from off-stage. 

The Hair Raising Hat - Monstrifico reaches into the hat and 
pulls out the object 

The Cards of Chaos - The Player chooses a card from a UI 
menu, Monstrifico shuffles some cards, says the magic 
words, then a huge card featuring the word appears. 



Creation Incantations
When the time comes for Monstrifico to perform an 
incantation, they’ll undoubtedly forget how to do it. Is it 
stage pressure? A lack of rehearsal? Who knows, but what 
we do know is that to keep the show moving we’ll need to 
figure out what their incantation is meant to be.  

Luckily in their panic, Monstrifico has begun to mumble 
some of the Phonemes, which appear in small speech 
bubbles floating above the panicked monsters head. 
Clicking a bubble with let you hear how that Phoneme is 
pronounced, and saying it aloud will cause the bubble to 
pop, the Phoneme flying to the incantation grid at the 
bottom of the screen. 

Once all Phonemes have been said, the incantation grid will 
light up, and the player must speak the word in full by 
combining the Phonemes, relaying the incantation of 
Monstrifico. 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The Crowd Goes Wild

With the Incantation recovered and relayed to 
Monstrifico, the marvellous magician will leap 
into action and perform the trick with dazzling 
precision, be it causing their assistant to vanish 
from the Cabinet of Curiosity, or by pulling a 
seemingly endless string of handkerchiefs from 
their sleeves. No matter the trick, the sequence 
will always culminate in the reveal of the object 
the player has spoken into existence through 
the incantation, whether that’s a burger being 
pulled out of a hat, or a Parrot appearing 
behind the curtain. 

At this point the audience will erupt in applause 
and cheers, amazed by the sheer skill on 
display from Monstrifico and their assistant. 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It All Ends with a Bang

With the show complete Monstrifico and his 
assistant will take Center Stage once again, 
and bow to a cheering audience as they 
shower them with adoration. With one final 
flourish Monstrifico will fling a smoke bomb 
at the floor, and both he and his assitant 
will disappear, leaving an empty stage. 

Bubbles containing the 4 Incantation words, 
divided into their Phonemes, will then 
appear on the stage with their respective 
objects, showing what the Player has learnt 
this session. Burger
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The Magic of Learning

Each session of Phoneme-nal magic aims to 
teach children how words are constructed 
from their individual Phonemes, how those 
Phonemes are pronounced, and how they 
come together to form full words / sounds, 
paying off in the physical manifestation of 
that word to provide context to its meaning. 

By the end of each session Players will 
have learnt the names of 4 unique objects, 
how those names are constructed, and how 
they should be spoken, enhancing their 
language library and providing them tools to 
sound out similar future words. 



theming

The Stage, Costumes and Trick 
Appearances can each be modified to 
fit whichever theme they are placed 
in, allowing Monstrifico’s 
performance to blend seamlessly to 
any environment. Most of these 
changes can be simple textural 
alterations to redefine the materials 
each element is comprised of. 



Pre-Existing Assets 

3D Object name: UI:

Stage Text Bubbles

Item Objects

Food Objects

Animations: Particle Effects:

Monsters walking Smoke puff

Monsters Waving (optional from Late 
night with onkar)



Required Assets 

3D Object name: Monster Animations:

Cabinet of Curiosity Casting a spell

Hair Raising Hat Climbing into Cupboard

Curtain of catastrophe Reaching into hat

Giant Card of Chaos Holding out cards

Monster Costumes ta-da

Bow



Required Assets 2

Object animations (can be done by 
design in-engine):

UI:

Cupboard Open / close Hand of cards

Curtain raise / fall Incantation grid

Hat Jiggling Particle FX:

Card spinning Magical Flourishes

Lighting:

Roaming Spotlights

Dimmed dramatic lights



Generic trick Flow template

Trick Object is 
presented

Monstrifico and 
assistant interact 

with object to start 
trick e.g. shuffling 

cards

Monstrifico 
starts spell 
casting and 

falters

Spell is worked 
out and read by 

player

Monstrifico 
completes spell

Monstrifico 
interacts with 

trick e.g. reaching 
into hat

Object is revealed, 
assistant returns 

if missing
Trick Disappears

(Tricks remaining)
Monstrifico and 

Assistant bow 

(No Tricks remain)
Monstrifico and 
Assistant wave 

goodbye then 
vanish



Ideal Trick Flow (cabinet)

The Assistant 
pushes out the 

Cabinet from off 
stage

Monstrifico opens 
the door

The assistant 
climbs in

Monstrifico shuts 
the door

Monstrifico Waves 
his wand and 
begins spell

Monstrifico stops 
casting, and 

scratches his head 
nervously

The Player reads 
the word to 
Monstrifico

Monstrifico 
rallies and 

completes casting 
with a PFX 

flourish

Monstrifico Opens 
the cupboard door 

to reveal object

Assistant walks 
out from off 

stage

Cabinet 
disappears with a 

poof



Simplified Trick Flow (cabinet)

With a poof the 
cabinet appears 

on stage
The DOor Opens The assistant 

Jumps in The Door Shuts
Monstrifico Waves 

his wand and 
begins spell

Spellcasting 
loops while 

player works out 
word

The Player reads 
the word to 
Monstrifico

Spellcasting loop 
ends with Pfx 

flourish

the cupboard door 
opens to reveal 

object

Assistant walks 
out from off 

stage

Cabinet 
disappears with a 

poof


